Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews Real Pheromones
Thread: XIST VS NUDE ALPHA VS Grail of Affection
darkangel - April 17, 2015, 12:05 am

Hi good afternoon, my name is Angel, in your opinion, what is best pheromone of the 3 for attract
young women(18- 27 yrs), I have 25 years! I hope you can help me, thanks!
sorry for my english, is bad!
kimosabe - April 17, 2015, 12:44 am

Grail of Affection.
Seriously, it is difficult to answer a question like this. It also depends on your personality and body
chemistry, and you need to test to see which works best for you.
The only reason I mentioned GOA is because, IF in the event it doesn't help you create the
attraction you want at the meet-n-get-to-know stage, you can always keep it in your stash for later
when you're seeing someone more seriously and want to imprint her with you and create comfort.
However, the reports on here about GOA are all unanimous about being able to create attraction,
so that is the one I'd go with.
in3deep - April 17, 2015, 4:38 pm

Xist and NA you can manually add Androstadienone
but for GOA im not sure since it already contains Androstadienone
and the dosage for indians is 1 drop? is 1 drop seriously enough? i dun think i can even spread
around 1 drop much

Vinzanity - April 17, 2015, 5:40 pm

for best standalone. id say GOA. if you can get more to play with, NA and xist are more flexible.
(04-17-2015 11:38 AM)in3deep Wrote: &nbsp;Xist and NA you can manually add Androstadienone
but for GOA im not sure since it already contains Androstadienone
and the dosage for indians is 1 drop? is 1 drop seriously enough? i dun think i can even spread
around 1 drop much

less is more sometimes
Snoopyace - April 17, 2015, 5:45 pm

(04-17-2015 11:38 AM)in3deep Wrote: &nbsp;Xist and NA you can manually add Androstadienone
but for GOA im not sure since it already contains Androstadienone

and the dosage for indians is 1 drop? is 1 drop seriously enough? i dun think i can even spread
around 1 drop much

One drop is enough. Much like Evolve oil, one drop actually works well. GOA is what I'd say is the
most consistent of these product for the desired result.
kimosabe - April 17, 2015, 6:16 pm

Standalone, 1 drop GOA is more than enough and can be spread between both inner forearms
easily.
In combo, like THA-HUG, I usually run 2 drops GOA.
dorfmeister - April 17, 2015, 11:24 pm

I'd be curious about Xist and GOA combined.
polarvoid - April 17, 2015, 11:28 pm

Xist does quite well for me.
Nude and Nude Alpha must not agree with my body chemistry as I've never done well with them.
Posess Alpha however is a firm favourite but it hits at the older end of your age range and above.
Don't know Grail of Affection.
JetDude - April 18, 2015, 8:46 am

(04-17-2015 1:16 PM)kimosabe Wrote: &nbsp;Standalone, 1 drop GOA is more than enough and
can be spread between both inner forearms easily.
In combo, like THA-HUG, I usually run 2 drops GOA.
kimosabe, when you apply GoA to your forearms is that while wearing a t-shirt or can you get the
same effect wearing a long sleeved shirt and jacket?
Just curious to the difference clothing over the app point makes.
cheers
kimosabe - April 18, 2015, 8:50 am

T-shirt or short-sleeved shirt. Mones worn under clothing will not be as effective as mones that are
worn on exposed skin.
If I'm wearing long sleeves, I apply on wrists.
In both cases, I also apply to my neck.
darkangel - April 19, 2015, 3:26 am

Thank you very much for answering all! what is your opinion of the combination of Xist + Nude Alpha
+ Androstadienone? good idea? bad idea? thanks!
RTBoss - April 19, 2015, 3:29 am

I like it. I think I might like Xist + A-1 w/out the NA a bit better, but I need more testing to make
sure. It certainly ain't bad. But I like overt, crazy reactions.

Sylvian - May 21, 2015, 11:01 pm

Maybe Xist and Cohesion? Just a question, I'm also interested in creating the effect the OP is
looking for.
Overt crazy actions, yes! Like they're in a trance or something.
Ekscentra - May 21, 2015, 11:10 pm

I did XiSt with Nude Alpha and Androstadienone many times. Often this was in the form of Imprint,
which also includes Beta -nol and Oxytocin among other molecules.
1 drop NA + 2 sprays XiSt + 2 sprays Imprint
Aside from the negative self-effects, Imprint was actually one of my favorite mixes. The Nude Alpha
was too intimidating on younger women, but your age range should be fine. XiSt was always a
disappointment for me, most of the reviews being based on hype - it worked to some weak extent
when combined with other mixes, but on its own it was worthless. There are better mixes out there
than this. GOA looks more solid than this entire combo. Perhaps Voodoo + GOA would be along the
lines of what you're looking for? Just add Timbersilk for the hitting power of Apex products as well.
Stick with 2 drops Voodoo if you're going to be using this daily. As GOA is an Androstadienone
-based product, it may not be wise to use this daily. Only HAX products to my knowledge have
managed to get rid of Androstadienone depression completely. If GOA fits this bill as well, I may
need to pick up some myself.
While I can't attest to GOA being a good product, I can recommend 2 drops Voodoo + 25mcg P96
as a solid, attractive mix, even moreso with XSR37 and APi as a base.
On a slightly OT note - Snoopy, or anyone for that matter - do you detect any Beta -nol in GOA?
JaGenau - May 23, 2015, 9:44 am

There is definitely Beta Androstenol in GOA. But, along with the Androstadienone , all the negative
effects have been curtailed. About a year ago I threw every mix at this girl. The only thing she
responded to was Xist and Androstadienone , and both did she respond. Everything else she
ignored.
I prefer Xist spray to the oil, and I like to wear 3 sprays. In pubs and clubs, this is a great attention
grabbing mix.
SeekingSuccess - May 23, 2015, 5:12 pm

(05-23-2015 4:44 AM)JaGenau Wrote: &nbsp;There is definitely Beta Androstenol in GOA. But,
along with the Androstadienone , all the negative effects have been curtailed. About a year ago I
threw every mix at this girl. The only thing she responded to was Xist and Androstadienone , and
both did she respond. Everything else she ignored.
I prefer Xist spray to the oil, and I like to wear 3 sprays. In pubs and clubs, this is a great attention
grabbing mix.
Do you get the chattiness from Xist? What other effects would you say you get other than attention
grabbing properties
JaGenau - May 23, 2015, 7:34 pm

(05-23-2015 12:12 PM)SeekingSuccess Wrote: &nbsp;Do you get the chattiness from Xist? What
other effects would you say you get other than attention grabbing properties
I don't get much from Xist in terms of self effects. When I apply, I feel a huge rush, which quickly
dissipates. After a few hours I feel tired. The self effects are the thing I dislike most about Xist. GOA

is way more chatty. GOA has incredible self effects. It makes me feel really social and confident.
Bold and detached from outcome.
When I wear Xist to a pub or a club (anywhere where there is alcohol) I typically have women
sending me very overt signs that they want me. I once stopped a moderately drunk woman in the
street and asked her for directions. Both her and her friend started hugging me and kissing me and
throwing all sorts of compliments at me. That is usually what happens when I wear Xist out like that.
I prefer it to Taboo for nightwear.
Ekscentra - May 25, 2015, 12:28 am

(05-23-2015 4:44 AM)JaGenau Wrote: &nbsp;There is definitely Beta Androstenol in GOA. But,
along with the Androstadienone , all the negative effects have been curtailed.
Interesting. I may end up going for this mix after all - I do hate Androstadienone 's self-effects, but it
sounds like whatever bonadzzz is using, it's likely the same thing HAX is using to eliminate
Androstadienone self-effects.
1 drop Voodoo works nicely without adding an excessive dose of Beta -nol. I still see no reason
why the two wouldn't work fine together, so long as the dose of VD is kept to a minimum.
kimosabe - May 25, 2015, 12:58 am

(05-24-2015 7:28 PM)Ekscentra Wrote: &nbsp;Interesting. I may end up going for this mix after all I do hate Androstadienone 's self-effects, but it sounds like whatever bonadzzz is using, it's likely the
same thing HAX is using to eliminate Androstadienone self-effects.
1 drop Voodoo works nicely without adding an excessive dose of Beta -nol. I still see no reason
why the two wouldn't work fine together, so long as the dose of VD is kept to a minimum.
Usually I apply 2 drops of GOA with another mone like Captain or THU and experience no
Androstadienone lethargy, unlike when using AM where later in the day, some lethargy sets in no
matter what. Even running GOA solo at 2 drops works fine without negative side effects.
I'd to purposely overdose on GOA at 6 drops (3 times normal dosage) in order to experience
lethargy. Slept like a baby that night. Another member here did a re-app of GOA in the evening of
the same day, and experienced depression. However, when he did not do that, I believe he was
fine.
GOA is fantastic! Give it a go, I believe you'll love it!
DWR - May 28, 2015, 11:28 pm

I find it hard to compare Xist and NA....totally different products to me. I don't view xist as a sexual
stand alone while I've worn NA stand alone for just that purpose multiple times. I've got GOA on the
way and am very curious about it. I love Xist but neither Xist or Imprint (which I also have) is truly
sexual vs a social romantic "feel good" mix. I think Xist a wonderful daily use stand alone for general
office/social interaction that does generate romantic thoughts from women and mild respect/trust
from men. NA is a much more sexual attractant....hopefully I'll report on GOA after a week or two of
solo use.
Jones23 - June 5, 2015, 12:57 pm

How can you tell when xist and/or Nude Alpha is working?
DWR - June 5, 2015, 1:26 pm

(06-05-2015 7:57 AM)Jones23 Wrote: &nbsp;How can you tell when xist and/or Nude Alpha is
working?
I'm still at a loss as to how you can put NA in the same zip code as GOA or Xist let alone the same

sentence....just totally different product types IMO. Even Nude is a more complex product before
you add the alpha component(s).
Speaking to Xist and GOA the signs will be subtle (most of the time). You will normally see
someone being more comfortable in "your" space. Initiating and/or maintaining physical contact
(kino, "boobing" etc). Very often they will be more focused on your conversation and talk about
personal topics or make positive comments about you. These may not be blatant but just
incrementally greater then that persons social norm.
I love Xist and wear it quite often, but normally in combination with an alpha product like BW (AM is
another good option). I have very limited exposure to GOA (just got a 30ml bottle). I have found that
GOA is very subtle and well buffered and hard to pin down beyond being a feel good juice....you feel
good, the people around you feel good and "feel good" stuff just naturally happens.
So to me GOA adjusts the attitude of not just the wearer but those who come into contact with the
"cloud". This positive mental attitude is a potentially powerful enabler but really requires the user
embrace the upbeat positive attitude the mix draws out.
Xist will work better for a more passive personality (again my opinion). Neither Xist or GOA will
normally have blatant "deer in the headlights" type impact like NA and other products can generate.
You don't need to ask if NA is working
theLaw - June 5, 2015, 2:55 pm

(06-05-2015 8:26 AM)DWR Wrote: &nbsp;I'm still at a loss as to how you can put NA in the same
zip code as GOA or Xist let alone the same sentence....just totally different product types IMO. Even
Nude is a more complex product before you add the alpha component(s).
Speaking to Xist and GOA the signs will be subtle (most of the time). You will normally see
someone being more comfortable in "your" space. Initiating and/or maintaining physical contact
(kino, "boobing" etc). Very often they will be more focused on your conversation and talk about
personal topics or make positive comments about you. These may not be blatant but just
incrementally greater then that persons social norm.
I love Xist and wear it quite often, but normally in combination with an alpha product like BW (AM is
another good option). I have very limited exposure to GOA (just got a 30ml bottle). I have found that
GOA is very subtle and well buffered and hard to pin down beyond being a feel good juice....you feel
good, the people around you feel good and "feel good" stuff just naturally happens.
So to me GOA adjusts the attitude of not just the wearer but those who come into contact with the
"cloud". This positive mental attitude is a potentially powerful enabler but really requires the user
embrace the upbeat positive attitude the mix draws out.
Xist will work better for a more passive personality (again my opinion). Neither Xist or GOA will
normally have blatant "deer in the headlights" type impact like NA and other products can generate.
You don't need to ask if NA is working
I second this view, although I also have limited experience with GOA.
Also, keep in mind that GOA has been promoted heavily by one member of this forum, but actually
has very few reviews. This same member has responded on each and every PT related post with a
PT product as being superior to others. Just something to consider before purchasing a product.
DWR - June 5, 2015, 3:51 pm

Snoopy has been around long enough to be a known entity. He's got tremendous experience with a
wide range of products from different vendors. Each vendor is basically playing with sand from the
same box, so the subtlety of the blend is the key component separating each vendor. I think that
when you find which vendor works best for your individual chemistry then his/her products will all
preform exceptionally well for you.
I can state unequivocally that both GOA and AT are significantly different then what I perceive to be
their equivalent mixes (ascend, BW, AM for AT). I am impressed with both but not willing to call
either better yet....just different in a good way.
Ekscentra - June 6, 2015, 5:04 am

(06-05-2015 8:26 AM)DWR Wrote: &nbsp;Neither Xist or GOA will normally have blatant "deer in
the headlights" type impact like NA and other products can generate. You don't need to ask if NA is
working While I agree with the rest, I'd suggest trying NA at just 1 drop before you consider it a
blatant blend - Nude Alpha is both depending on the dose used. At 6 drops, it's one of the most
blatant mixes out there IMO. At 1 drop, it takes multiple exposures to start noticing changes in the
target(s) - it really gets into their head. Low doses of NA are an entirely different ball game than high
doses - both have their uses. The OP would likely be speaking of low doses based on what I've read
so far in this thread. At 1 drop, NA is subtler than XiSt, and certainly subtler than any
Androstadienone -containing product.
raikahoken - June 6, 2015, 8:17 am

(06-05-2015 8:26 AM)DWR Wrote: &nbsp;Xist will work better for a more passive personality (again
my opinion). Neither Xist or GOA will normally have blatant "deer in the headlights" type impact like
NA and other products can generate. You don't need to ask if NA is working
Yes DWR I find this to be true. My personality is more on the passive side of the spectrum. With
Xist, I become more active. So far with GOA, I become even more passive and stifled.
MMM - June 6, 2015, 12:13 pm

(06-06-2015 12:04 AM)Ekscentra Wrote: &nbsp;At 6 drops, it's one of the most blatant mixes out
there IMO. At 1 drop, it takes multiple exposures to start noticing changes in the target(s) - it really
gets into their head. Low doses of NA are an entirely different ball game than high doses - both have
their uses.
I sure would like to hear your thoughts on both uses, E.
in3deep - June 6, 2015, 2:28 pm

(06-05-2015 9:55 AM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;I second this view, although I also have limited
experience with GOA.
Also, keep in mind that GOA has been promoted heavily by one member of this forum, but actually
has very few reviews. This same member has responded on each and every PT related post with a
PT product as being superior to others. Just something to consider before purchasing a product.
are u refering to Kimosbabe?

Ekscentra - June 6, 2015, 10:23 pm

(06-06-2015 7:13 AM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;I sure would like to hear your thoughts on both uses, E.
It's actually quite simple - for dating, I'd consider 1 drop of NA to be appropriate. Any situation where
multiple exposures are involved tend to prefer lower doses of NA. Now if it's a ONS or simply
making a big one-time impression, going as high as 6 drops can be appropriate (not work or kid
safe!) It's a lot like Voodoo in that respect.

Additionally, I feel that at 1 drop, Nude Alpha doesn't stand well on its own. I often enjoyed
combining it with SXD-9 and CORE - that was one of my favorites, or better yet, SXD-9 and Evolve.
XiSt and Imprint was another combo I had some success with, but it took far too many exposures to
start working properly and it wasn't nearly as entertaining as the SXD-9 and Evolve combo! Note
that i don't use NA anymore, so I can't comment on its efficacy with P96, though I see no conflict
and can imagine the two working together nicely. NA's self-imprinting effect was what caused me to
stop using it.
bmm - June 7, 2015, 9:26 am

(05-21-2015 6:10 PM)Ekscentra Wrote: &nbsp;...
Just add Timbersilk for the hitting power of Apex products as well.
...
Ekscentra, may I ask you what Timbersilk is? Did you mean it hits very fast or did you mean
something else?
Ekscentra - June 7, 2015, 6:35 pm

(06-07-2015 4:26 AM)bmm Wrote: &nbsp;Ekscentra, may I ask you what Timbersilk is? Did you
mean it hits very fast or did you mean something else? Apex products use a good dose of Iso E
Super for their hitting power and massive range - if things are still the same as they were a year ago,
thundr is using the high-gamma Iso E Super in Molecule 01. Timbersilk is a step further, being
nearly 100% of the gamma isomer, not to mention being much cheaper than Molecule 01. It does hit
very fast, and the range is epic - like all versions of IES. Timbersilk, however, is fuller - there's a bit
more going on there, especially in the top notes. It's overall superior to IES in my opinion, in terms of
diffusion, in terms of scent, and in terms of pheromonal properties. You could add it to just about
any pheromone mix with positive results.
DWR - June 8, 2015, 11:35 am

So basically it's an artisan perfume base note? (from what I googled)...so you could add it as a scent
?
dsouza - June 10, 2015, 1:14 pm

(06-06-2015 5:23 PM)Ekscentra Wrote: &nbsp;It's actually quite simple - for dating, I'd consider 1
drop of NA to be appropriate. Any situation where multiple exposures are involved tend to prefer
lower doses of NA. Now if it's a ONS or simply making a big one-time impression, going as high as 6
drops can be appropriate (not work or kid safe!) It's a lot like Voodoo in that respect.
Additionally, I feel that at 1 drop, Nude Alpha doesn't stand well on its own. I often enjoyed
combining it with SXD-9 and CORE - that was one of my favorites, or better yet, SXD-9 and Evolve.
XiSt and Imprint was another combo I had some success with, but it took far too many exposures to
start working properly and it wasn't nearly as entertaining as the SXD-9 and Evolve combo! Note
that i don't use NA anymore, so I can't comment on its efficacy with P96, though I see no conflict
and can imagine the two working together nicely. NA's self-imprinting effect was what caused me to
stop using it.
I have almost identical experience with NA as you. I hated the self imprinting bonding crappy feel.
I found it made me into a wuss in terms of self effects unless I combined it with core. Still with core
in there the na wasn't doing its job as well. I have stopped using NA for a year now.. Too bad... I
tend to stick to studly signatures like AM, l2k v1, wolf etc.. Easier to be congruent with and for my
body chemistry. Also the self effects of these products are fantastic.. No needy bonding feelings at
all. Easier to man up and lead...

dsouza

Ekscentra - June 10, 2015, 8:35 pm

(06-08-2015 6:35 AM)DWR Wrote: &nbsp;So basically it's an artisan perfume base note? (from
what I googled)...so you could add it as a scent ?
Not a base note, if I take your meaning correctly, more of an all-rounder (top, mid, and base
content, great synergy with just about anything) with note-enhancing properties, like Iso E Super.
You could add it to nearly any scent, so long as it doesn't already contain massive amounts of IES
(Terre d'Hermes, Encre Noire, etc.)
Zsqrd - August 25, 2015, 10:19 pm

(04-17-2015 6:24 PM)dorfmeister Wrote: &nbsp;I'd be curious about Xist and GOA combined.
Has anyone tried this yet?
LoveInSpain - August 26, 2015, 7:30 am

(08-25-2015 5:19 PM)Zsqrd Wrote: &nbsp;Has anyone tried this yet?
I'm just waiting for my delivery of GOA. I'll run it solo for a few days, then as a combo with Xist oil,
then Xist spray. I have a reasonable basline to work from (7 females aged 38 - 48), so I'll report
once I've tested, bearing in mind that my main goals are medium term imprinting on two of them.
I'll later test GOA with Loveboat and Evolve in more intimate situations, as they arise.
Phyros - October 23, 2015, 6:22 am

(08-25-2015 5:19 PM)Zsqrd Wrote: &nbsp;Has anyone tried this yet?
I've tried GOA with xist. Xist 1 spray to the neck, goa two drops one to each wrist, spread to the
other wrist. I have mone fever right now and just got my L2K in so I did a spray of that to the chest
along with the GOA and Xist. I even added New Pheromone Additive at the end of the night I know
I'm dumb. Tomorrow I'll leave all that out and try the pure combo, and report back. I will use two
sprays of xist and two drops of goa with a clean body and no other mones, not sure on app points
yet.
I work with 19-33 year old women.
Today, with the Xist + GOA along with the L2K, I will say I was not the center of attention or having
girls make coded sex talk to me like I have been with other mones recently. In recent days, one
hotty said something about something being wet, but with a look. I wish I would have responded
sexier instead of with a surprised look, but it was definitely there, she was telling me she was freakin
wet. I was wearing Xist and...hmm...Instant Shine I believe. Maybe a spray of IG too. Another
basically asked me out and keeps saying she's attracted. She is fat though.
(off subject: Had a cute blonde mid 30s hovering near me at the airport the other day with IG and IS
combo. I am having good luck with androtics products so far, except the MX297 they sent me smells
like a diseased butt.)
I felt less of these effects from the Xist + GoA + L2k. It was just ONE day though and I did have a
quiet cutie open up a bit more than usual.
Again, I'll report back tomorrow about my pure Xist+GoA experiment.
JaGenau - October 23, 2015, 4:37 pm

I wore 1 drop of Nude Alpha and 2 drops of GOA last night. I will try again tonight. Positive results
on first outing.
Phyros - October 23, 2015, 6:24 pm

2 sprays xist, one neck one arm. Two drops goa, one wrist to neck one wrist to wrist. Im 30/m

I am in a great mood. Could be the espresso I took around the same time, but my mood went from
gloomy to naturally upbeat when I applied the xist and goa. Not blissful or ecstatic, just natural. I like
it.
Was opened by a man, mid 30s. He was unusually enthusiastic about some of our new menu
items. Hard to tell if he was gay, about 50/50 but no overt attemp to pick me up.
My interactions with co-workers have been great, but are attributable to self effects. One shy girl is
turning away but standing near me twice now. No overt hits. Will update if anything changes.
dorfmeister - October 23, 2015, 11:13 pm

Another combo I'd be interested in is Xist Oil and Possess Alpha. I've got the Xist and am
pondering acquiring the Possess Alpha.
Ekscentra - October 23, 2015, 11:34 pm

Why PA? It's just diluted, scented NA. I'd suggest purchasing NA and requesting it scented instead.
dorfmeister - October 23, 2015, 11:38 pm

(10-23-2015 6:34 PM)Ekscentra Wrote: &nbsp;Why PA? It's just diluted, scented NA. I'd suggest
purchasing NA and requesting it scented instead.
I guess mainly because it is &#36;67 rather than &#36;147. Also I have read reports of some
having better success with PA than NA.
Ekscentra - October 24, 2015, 12:07 am

(10-23-2015 6:38 PM)dorfmeister Wrote: &nbsp;I guess mainly because it is &#36;67 rather than
&#36;147. Also I have read reports of some having better success with PA than NA.
I suspect that's mainly because of the better diffusion.
Good point on the price bit, though you could always go for the 10mL. I don't recall how much more
concentrated NA is compared to PA, however.
maxx55 - October 24, 2015, 3:21 am

At least from my experiences, it seems like PA is more of an "effects now" product in the form of
more conversation, more attention, and kino. And NA is more of an "effects later" product.
If these formulas are indeed the same, then someone please let me know because I would never
guess lol.
And if they are then scenting must make a HELL of a lot of difference between the two
JaGenau - October 24, 2015, 9:06 am

(10-23-2015 11:37 AM)JaGenau Wrote: &nbsp;I wore 1 drop of Nude Alpha and 2 drops of GOA
last night. I will try again tonight. Positive results on first outing.
Second night wearing Nude Alpha and GOA. The first night I wore it one-on-one with a girl. Last
night I wore it in a mixed group of girls and guys. I also upped the Nude Alpha dose to two drops.
One thing I've noticed when wearing GOA with AT is that is increases the status of AT. I've already
notices that it significantly increases the status of Nude Alpha. With AT it is subtle, with NA it is very
obvious. Why could that be? I don't know, but guys and girls were looking at me for leadership and
decision making. Lots of respect but no intimidation.
The GOA is very dominant in the mix, as I'd expected. Talkative, upbeat, flirty and friendly. I can

ever so slightly feel Nude Alpha in the background, and I just have to leave it there and let it do it's
thing. This is a combination of one of the quickest hitting most blatant pheromone mixes there are,
with one of the most subtle. So how things progress will be interesting.
maxx55 - October 24, 2015, 6:28 pm

(10-24-2015 4:06 AM)JaGenau Wrote: &nbsp;Second night wearing Nude Alpha and GOA. The
first night I wore it one-on-one with a girl. Last night I wore it in a mixed group of girls and guys. I
also upped the Nude Alpha dose to two drops.
One thing I've noticed when wearing GOA with AT is that is increases the status of AT. I've already
notices that it significantly increases the status of Nude Alpha. With AT it is subtle, with NA it is very
obvious. Why could that be? I don't know, but guys and girls were looking at me for leadership and
decision making. Lots of respect but no intimidation.
The GOA is very dominant in the mix, as I'd expected. Talkative, upbeat, flirty and friendly. I can
ever so slightly feel Nude Alpha in the background, and I just have to leave it there and let it do it's
thing. This is a combination of one of the quickest hitting most blatant pheromone mixes there are,
with one of the most subtle. So how things progress will be interesting.
This is one of the things I've been testing towards! An NA combo that will have noticeable right now
effects with NA doing what it does in the background!
I will definitely have to test this when I get some GoA
Phyros - October 25, 2015, 2:07 pm

Just wanted to update on my GOA plus Xist test yesterday. I got some encouraging looks, stares,
and behavior at the end of yesterday's wear.
2 drops GOA, 2 sprays xist
Toward the end of the wear I was sitting in the corner of the coffee shop. One older lady was
straight staring at me, in a daze of sorts, quickly looked away when I looked. She was 15 feet away,
not sure if that was the mones. Another girl leaving with a guy stared at me as she left. Both of these
felt like a hit, but especially the second one.
Now, all this was nothing compared to the cute girl who sat near me. I was receiving texts, laughing
to myself, and sort of lightly dancing to my music in my headphones. I felt her start to notice me. I
look up to see her looking straight at me, HUGE smile, and just stared. Clearly wanted me to open
her. Just then my friends trounced in to pick me up. I definitely failed after getting a very clear sign.
I'm realizing it's time to start learning how to open, the mones are really working.
Later in the night I reapplied GoA and added some cohesion sample sprays. A bachelorette let me
stick dollars down her bra, but that was more due to her being drunk and my friend pretending to be
russian, long story. She fell down trying to twerk against the wall, we laughed. We had a great time
and got wasted for the first time in ages.
I am becoming a believer in this combo. Subtle but powerful, good self effects. Though as it has
been since starting Xist I can't tell how much it's doing and how much is down to what I'm combining
it with. I know I need to run it solo but I still feel like every day is an adventure and I want to get
everything I can out of it.

